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- PG.5
Mandatory at 65
(cont. p. 10)
Prof. Chandler Interview
'STUDENT NEWSPAPER UF THE NATIONAL LAW CENTER
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
This Issue Dedicated to Steve Biko
by Bonita White
Research Advisory Panel and the
Board of Directors of the Com-
puter Law Association, Inc.
Professor Chandler became
interested in computers prior to
attending law school and was
employed as a computer
programmer for the U.S. Air
Force in a civilian capacity.
Having attended law school, the Steve Biko was the founder of
previous experience cultivated South Africa's black civil rights
an interest in establishing ways Imovement, the honorary
in which the computer could be President of the Black People's
effectively utilized in the legal Convention and President of the
profession. In cooperation with a South African Student's
national group of lawyers, Prof. iAssociaton.
Chandler was instumental in the Viewed as a moderate by many
creation of the Computer Law in South Africa, and seen by some
Association and the las the first black prime minister
establishment of several courses Iof South Africa, he was detained
in computer law. He has the [on Aug. 18th by the security
distinction of being a member of police under Sec. 6 of the
all of the legal societies with Terrorism Act. Sec. 6 allows
regard to computers. The detention without trial for up to a
professor also serves as a con- year.
sultant in the field of computer On Sept. 12 his death was
law to several federal and state reported by official sources to be
agencies, the National Academy caused by starvation. Following
of Science, the Administrative a massive outcry, a new autopsy
Office of the Courts of the- was initiated. New evidence is
Maryland State Court of Appeals. expected to show that brain in-
He was a consultant to the jury was the leading cause of
General Accounting Office on the td~ea=th.:;.. -,
design of a computer system for
the U.S. Congress, the recipient
of a National Science Foundation
Travel Grant to Japan, a par-
(cont. p;10)
Steve Biko
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Deans Kramer, Kirkpatrick to Retire June, 1979
New Dean
by Prot John F. Banzhaf III
Dean Robert Kramer has If we expect that the new dean
announced that he Intends to will do no more than continue to
retire from the law school at the run the law school in the manner
end of. the next academic year, in which it is currently operating,
and has suggested that his that no major or significant
retirement and the need to search changes are expected in the
for a new dean offers an op- foreseeable future, and that the
portunity for the National Law changes which ch evolve will be
Center to reflect on its future. gradual and in response to
Clearly one of the most Im- particular events, then it may
portant decisions that a law now be possible to compile a
school can make' is the' selection meaningful job p-oftle of skills
of a new dean. The chief ad- and abilities which will be
ministrative officer of the law necessary for such a position, and
school is responsible for. guiding compare applicants against that
its growth and development, as proftle. However, it would seem
well as for representing it in to this author to be singularly
countless ways and overseeing its inapproprlate to ignore Dean
daily operation. His or her Kramer's own suggestion, and to
hereinafter understood actions fail to reassess the law school and
can significantly affect the to reflect on its future. Our law
'. . ~ommentary/--
quality of the teaching, the school, like any other, has
school's reputation, and even its strengths and weaknesses. Isn't
basic character. The Dean, this the best of all possible times
although only one of some forty to make an assessment of those
faculty members, sets the tone strengths and weaknesses, and to
for the law school and can have chart a course for the future
an influence far beyond the designed not simply to per-
formal boundaries of the office. petuate the status quo, but rather
In view of the importance of to increase those strengths and
this decision, every reasonable minimize the weaknesses?
effort to find the best possible Unless we are completely
person for the position should be satisfied with our present in-
made. Moreover, the mechanism stitution, and cannot agree on
for making this determination any major institutional changes
should be carefully set up so as to which we would like to see made,
provide for effective and we should take this opportunity to
meaningful .input and par- try to reach some consensus as to
ticipation from all segments of the ways in which the National
the NLC community, and to avoid Law Center should evolve. Then,
the many problems and over- on the basis of that consensus as
sights which seem to have oe- to change and our course for the
curred in making recent ap- future, we can determine those
pointment decisions. qualities and skills which will be
However, before any required in a Dean who can lead
meaningful determination can be us on this course. Although the
made as to who is most qualified following is far from an
for the position, isn't it necessary exhaustive list, it seems to me
to determine and more carefully that these are the kinds of
define the nature of the job we questions which must be asked
expect the incoming dean to do? and answered before we can
A law school dean is not a search for a new dean.
fungible commodity; the skills, 1. Should the enrollment of the
background, experience, and law school remain at its present
character of the person must be size - a size which hasn't varied
compared in some meaningful significantly over the past many
way with the particular in- years - or should we consider
stitution and what we expect that whether the advantages of a
institution to become. A person larger enrollment outweigh the
who might do well as the dean of disadvantages? If we decide that
Yale Law School could easily fall moderate expansion would be in
on his face at Antioch Law School - our interest, we naturally would
and vice versa because of the seek a dean who shares that view,
fundamental differences between and who has the ability both to
the two schools and the
challenges each offers. (cont. p. 4)
by Ron Ostroff
National Law Center Dean established to conduct a search permitted to vote. Kramer said
Robert Kramer and Associate for a new dean of the school. That he had "no opinion" concerning
Dean W. Wallace Kirkpatrick committee will make recom- whether students should sit on
will retire from their ad- mendations to the NLC faculty, the committee selected to
ministrative and teaching duties which will in turn vote and make search for a new dean or whether
at age 65 in June 1979. recommendations to the students whould be full voting
Kramer said he planned to President of the University. members of such a committee.
retire in 1979 "because it's According to Kramer, the Kramer said that the searCh (or
mandatory at age 65" under University Faculty Code does not a new dean will provide the law
University regulations. Kirk- mention how the committee shall school an opportunity to reflect
'patrick agreed. Concerning the be composed. Under the Code, it on its future. "As a rule," he said,
effects of current Congressional is possible for the faculty to "when you go out to search for a
action to extend the mandatory delegate the responsibility o( dean, you have to decide what
retirement age on his own plans, searching for a new dean to the particular talents you are looking
Kramer said "I'll make that .existing Faculty Appointments for. Do you want the type o( dean
decision (whether or not to stay Committee instead o( who will attract scholars to the
on until the later mandatory establishing a special search school? A dean who will direct
retirement age) if Congress acts committee for the task. Kramer the school to concentrate on
on the issue. But I've heard they said he was not sure what the research? Or a dean who em-
may exempt university faculty would decide. He refused phasizes teaching or will be an
professors from the extension." to speculate" saying "That's a outstanding fundraiser? Ideally,
Kirkpatrick said he does not matter for the faculty to decide. .. you look for a dean who will be all
know what effect an extension of It's entirely up to them." things to all persons ... but, of
the mandatory retirement age The school's Faculty course, since you know you'll
would have on his plans. Both Appointments Committee con- never find such a person, the
Kramer and Kirkpatrick said sists of five faculty members and committee (searching for a
they did not know What they three student representatives dean) will have to decide which
would do after leaving the law selected by the Student Bar qualities they want the dean to
school. Association. During last year's emphasize."
Under. the University Faculty deliberations, the Committee's
Code, an NLC committee will be student representatives were not
One of the newest members of
the NLC faculty is Professor
James P. Chandler. A native
California, Prof. 'Chandler
completed his undergraduate
studies at the University of
California at Berkeley, his law
studies at the University of
California at Davis and attended
Harvard for his L.L.M. degree.
He has served on the law school
faculties of Boston University,
University of Maryland at
Baltimore, Washington
University at St. Louis,
University of Mississippi at
Oxford and University of
, Colorado at Boulder.
Professor Chandler enjoys an
international reputation, lec-
turing in China, Japan and
Canada in the fields of Property,
Computer Law and International
Law. His professional affiliations
include membership in the
American Society of Inter-
national Law, the Commercial
Panel of the American
Arbitration Association, the
American Bar Association
Section on Science and Tech~
nology, the American Bar
Foundation's Computer Law
Z·THE ADVOCATE
Editorials
.Selection Process
. .
The Advocate editorial board would like to take an eaerly op-
portunity to thank Dean Kramer and Assoc. Dean Kirkpatrick on their
, persistent efforts to improve the National Law Center. If both men
do indeed retire in June, 1979,we wish them both well in any new
endeavors they may undertake.
Prof. Banzhaf aptly points out that the law school will have an ex-
cellent opportunity to reevaluate the directlOD8 and the programs of
this school. As always, the people who care to make the effort will in a
large degree determine NLC's future course. We strongly believe the
student body should take a very active role in selectlng the new ad-
ministrative leaders of this academic community. .
I believe it would be inappropriate for the search for a new dean to
be delegated to. the Faculty Appointments Committee. A special
search committee composed of students, faculty, and alumnae should
be set up in order to have better representation of the interests cr!!8ted
by the need for a new dean. Open hearings should be held to help
determine the roles, the powers, and the methods of selection of the
persons composing the special search committee.
There will be, I believe, a strong desire on the part of a large
proportion of the faculty to confine the power of selection to the faculty
body. An argument will be made that students are transitory, the
(acuity, having to live with the selection of a new dean for years,
cannot allow students who may not even be present at the National
Law Center when the new dean assumes office to have a say in the
selection. Itwill be further argued that students do not have sufficient
knowledge or wisdom to be entrusted with a significant role in the
selection process.
The purpose of any legitimate educational iDBtitution is to educate
the student body; it is not to create and maintain the pcsitions of the
faculty members. The programs and dlreenons of any school must be
tailored to the purposes of education. In a democratic society, the
persons directly impacted by any decision should have the right to a
significant role in determining what that decision will be. The
programs and directions of the National Law Center most directly
effect the student body. The dean of the law school, perhaps more than
any other official, determines in a significant way the directiOD8of this
school. I believe students should demand to have a significant role in
the selection process. -
Students are tr8D8itory, however the composition of the student
body only gradually changes from year to year. NLC's student body is
large enough to reflect most of the significant interests reasonably
expected to effect the decisional process. Student interests are
significantly different from those of the faculty. All interests should be
reflected.
The task of choosing a new dean is a difficult one. It is none too early
to begin the process of deciding how the next dean will be selected. We
call for early deliberations so that all parties involved have a chance
to participate. St ph R' er-- e en elm
, Editorial opinions do not necessarily reflect the views of tht! entire
editorial staff.
We would like to apologize to Hugh Y. Bernard for bumping hi
.cle showing substantial improvements in various aspects of th
brary. Late developments caused this unfortunate occurrence. W
. correct this situation in the next issue.
We would also like to credit Marilyn Peters for her excellent artlcl
consumer activism in the last issue ..
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C. Willson. "
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Migrant Legal Services
by Catherine Tinker
nand then payment isseaso , de outusually one lump sum rna
t the head of the hotllehold,
~inUS all the deductions a grower
can tally. Therefore, the workers
must rely on their grower or a
reluctant local welfare ~epart-
ment for food and housmg all
summer. d .
In southern Minnesota an in
many other states .where
migrants work, they bve in
migrant labor camps. Up north. in
Minnesota, however, ~ch family
is isolated in odd buildings on the
grower's land. And those are ~e
lucky ones - others have to. live
in rundown motels at exorbitant
rates or move on for lack of
housing. Local people don't want
to rent to migrants, and short-
term housing is scarce,
especially for large families. So
workers continue to live on the
farms when they can, despite
overcrowding and lack of
necessities like hot and cold
running water and adequate
outhouses.
Food and gas are also hard to
buy without paychecks. Some
growers set up charge accounts
at the local gas station and
supermarket for the families
living on their farms, and on
payday subtract huge sums for
these expenses incurred during
the season, including extra
charges for work gloves, eggs
and soda pop provided by the
grower. Until recently, migrant
workers were not granted food
stamps in Minnesota because of
residency requirements. This
summer .the efforts of several
dedicated state welfare depart-
ment employees resulted in more
liberal regulations and the hiring
of a number of Spanish-speaking
outreach workers to certify
people as eligible to receive food
stamps. One county bordering on
Canada tried to avoid compliance
with state directives by
discouraging migrant workers
from even applying for AFDC,
medical assistance or food
(Catherine Tinker is a former
.editor of The Advocate .. This
article was originally pubhshed
in Colonial Notes, the newsletter
of the Washington, D.C. Chapter
of the National Lawye~s 'Guild,
and is reprinted WIth per-
mission.)
As a participant in one of the 14
NLG Summer Projects, I s~nt
the summer in northern Min-
nesota and North Dakota on the
Red River Valley Project setting
up a legal servic.es program for
Spanish-speakIng migrant
workers. I covered three COWl-
ties, in effect opening up a rural
practice and won settlements for
a .num~ of workers totaling
more than $1500 in wages alone.
Intake interviews and visits with
migrant families on the far~
where they lived were. all m
Spanish, and I appeared in court
as a translator in a criminal case.
The following account describes
the life of migrant workers when
they arrive in Minnesota and .the
role the Guild summer project
play.ed: .
Approximately 30,000 Spanish-
speaking U.S. citizens come to
Minnesota each summer to work
in the sugar beet fields and then
return to their homes in Texas.
For the most part, they bear the
cost of the 1500mile drive north,
arriving only' with an oral
promise of work made by the
grower on the telephone or by an
American Crystal Sugar Com-
pany recruiter. So they arrive,
ten or more in each Texas truck,
plus married children and a few
neighbors, ready to thin and hoe
beets for ten or twelve hours a
day in the broiling prairie SWl. In
return for four or six weeks'
work, the workers are paid just
about enough to break even after
paying living expenses, tran-
sportation and debts left over
from the winter. Most families
arrive With little or no money, but
no matter how many weeks they
work in the fields, they are not
paid at all until the end of the
stamps. After state action
threatening to cut off the county's
funds and legal action preparing
a writ of mandamus, the county
began to approve applications for
benefits for migrant workers.
The role of the four law
students, two full-time attcrneys,
and two legal workers involved in
,the project was to identify the
needs of migrant workers for
legal services, set up a program
to meet those needs, do outreach
and organizing whenever
possible, and lobby for a state
collective bargaining bill which
would protect agricultural
workers from blacklisting when
the supervising attorney came
through. We developed a system
where I went to a town 200miles
away to help another law student
with' a criminal case one week;
then another week she came to
my area to help on one of my
cases concerning a wage dispute.
We also used the telephone a lot,
although when we first arrived
we didn't have so much as a desk,
phone or place to live until we got
our own.
Once we were set up, we had to
go out and meet the people in
each area - most impcrtantly,
migrant families, but also local
sheriffs, lawyers, bureaucrats
with employment services and
welfare, managers and fieldmen
at the American Crystal Sugar
Company, and the local growers.
Most farms in the area are still
run by the families who own and
live on them, but the farmers all
belong to the co-ops, a strong
Minnesota tradition. In turn, the
co-ops are controlled by the
American Crystal Sugar Com-
pany, which buys the beets at
harvest and refines them into
sugar. So ACS influences how
much will be planted, whether
machines and pesticides will be
used, and how much workers will
get paid for thirming and hoeing
the beets.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Letter to the Editors---iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
(conL p. 9)
The time has come for the
administration of this university,
and specifically this law school,
to give to the Jewish students,
who comprise a large percentage
of this student population, the
rights automaticlly granted the
Olristian majority; that is, a day
off for the holiest of Jewish
holidays, Yom Kippur. Despite
pleas from students every year
for cancellation of classes, the
law school has left the issue to the
discretion of· the individual
professor. That is not sufficient
protection for the religious
rights of the Jewis) minority.
It is understood that years ago,
when put to a vote,the student
body supported the so-called
Acapulco Christmas break rather
than days off for the Jewish
holidays. Never mind the fact
that this vote was done by
students who no longer are af-
fected; and never mind the
opinion that given a similar
either-or proposition, the vote
would be the same today. 1be
point is that the rights of a
religious minority to practice
their religion should not be left at
me dictates of an Wlaffected
majority. .
It is true that Jewish students
may ~tay home from schOol and
go to synagogue without
discipline - an option which a
large number of Jewish students
do take. However, that does not
answer the problem of those
. Jewish students who do not wish
to miss classes - classes that
they are paying greatly for the
pleasure to attend - yet wish to
follow the dictates of their faith
on Yom Kippur, the holiest day in
the Jewish year, .
.It is .a disgrace that this school,
Wlt~ Its high percentage of
JeWish students and faculty
should see fit todiscriminat~
against a religious group merely
trying to hooor its holiest day
without fear of missing necessary
and paid·for classes. "In the put
the Jewish students, in both the
law school and the university,
have seen fit to work behind the
scenes to influence the ad-
.ministration. 1be time has come
for til to go public, to let OlD'
fellow students and others in the
university comWlity know of OlD'
feelings. We are tired of the
constant humiliation we receive
from professors. ad-
ministrators when we request a
cancellation of classes. If this
school wishes to better its image
in the minds of its own students, it
would do well to end its practice
of neglect of the rights of ~he
here-to-now silent JeWish
community.
Wayne.Michel
NLC'78
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HEAD NOTES
Many of society's fears about
marijuana use deal with .the
health' of those who smoke it.
Does it damage chromosomes?
Does it impair the body's
defenses against colds or other
viral infections? Will it cause
brain damage? There are many
studies currently underway to
answer tl1ese questions. One
study group has been doing
.research annually. and this year
their sixth annual report con-
tinues to calm society's fears
about marijuana. The -group is
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
The following is a summary of
the report written by Larry A.
Schott and published in the April,
May, June 11m issue of The
Leaflet (8 quarterly publication
from the National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws):
"The U.S. government is out
with its latest marijuana report
and cites driving while high as
the riskiest use. But for the other
widely publicized and worrisome
medical claims, the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
says there is simply no reliable
evidence that smoking grass
results in brain damage, genetic
abnormalities, or a lowered
resistance to disease.
"Prepared by HEW's National
Institute on Drug Abuse,
Marijuana and Health is the sixth
in a series of annual assessmentsof pot's perils and promises.
Slimmed' down to 44 pages, the
current report is mostly written
in nontechnical language and is
intended for a general audience.
Once through the obligatory
disclaimers, bureaucratic buzz-
words and an equivocation or
two, there is a considerable
amount of good information for
smokers and non-smokers alike.
"Writing in. the foreward,
NIDA Director Dr. Robert
DuPont says that with the
present patterns of U.S.
marijuana use, 'aside from
possible hazards related to
functioning while intoxicated,
few other specific health hazards
have been definitively identified. '
"One section of the report
reviews the health problem
areas, and puts five often-
repeated claims in perspective.
"Three years ago, newspaper
headlines warned that marijuana
use could impair the body's
natural defense against viral
infections and other diseases.
Doctors refer to this life-saving
system as the immune response.
On closer examination, however,
several serious flaws were found
in the research and repeated
attempts to duplicate the findings
have failed. The report con-
cludes, 'There is, as yet,' no
evidence that users of marijuana
are more susceptible to such
diseases .. .'
"On claims that marijuana
harms the body's genetic com-
position, the report said,
'Overall, there is no convincing
evidence at this time that
marijuana use causes clinically
significant chromosome
damage.'
"In another area of concern,
the implications of research
Eco-Action News
We have re-established this GW
student organization under new
management. I believe there is a
great potential for developing a
positive, productive en-
vironmental organization here.
There is a positive need for such a
group.
For starters we will reserve
space and sooo by announcing a
series of lunch hour speakers and
programs on environmental
matters. Look for this soon and
please bring lunch.
We are actively seeking the
support and participation of
graduate students and faculty
members, in a variety of con-
ferences, through questionnaires,
and with projects and ad-
visement.
We are located in Room 419,
Marvin Center. At present, office
hours are irregular, so it's
probably best to call, and leave a
message. The number is 676-7283.
OUr office is with the Student
VDlunteers Activities Council, the
Circle K Club, St. Elizabeth's
Hospital Project, and SERVE.
Peter Kelleher, chairman of
SVAC, has been helping us to deal
with organizational matter's, and
has helped considerably to solve
our initial problems of space,
phone, etc. So here we are.
I think we'll each do better in
our chosen fields if we cross-
by Larry Bullock
Ecology Action
pollenate our brains with glimp-
ses into other fields. I think. the
people who write elementary
school textbooks should be
talking to scientists, and scien-
tists to lawyers.
We had our first meeting on
September 'n, um, attended by
zoology, political science,en-
vironmental studies, urban
studies, and journalism majors
- eight undergraduates.
When asked "What would you
devote time to? What would you
work on?", the responses were:
Recycling p-ojects - 3. Water
Pollution projects and issues - 2. '
Topical research- 5. Public
education projects 2.
Programming, communications
-4.
A number of faculty members
have expressed an interest in the
group and to them I would like to
say we need your advice, ideas,
comments, please. Drop them
into campus mail in care of the
Student Activities Office, or
addressed Room 419, Marvin
Center.
You don't have to go out of your
way to get involved. You are
involved already.
Please look also to Campus
Highlights for announcements,
listen to WRGW Radio 540 AM,
for ECOTOPICS, and scan your
environment for further changes.
by Nancy E. Preston
Virginia NORML
suggesting disturbed cell
reproduction 'are still unknown,'
but laboratory findings that
marijuana effects DNA, RNA
and protein synthesis point in a
positive direction. One exciting
possibility scientists have under
study is that marijuana, or one or
more of its chemical ingredients,
inhibits DNA metabolism in
abnormal cells but not in healthy
ones. That's the way animal
research is coming out. If it
happens in humans, marijuana
could emerge as a valuable new
anti-cancer weapon.
"Does smoking marijuana
reduce levels of testosterone, the
male hormone? The findings thus
far have been contradictory.
Where reductions were found, the
report said, the hormone levels
still 'remained well within
generally accepted normal
limits.' The biological
significance remains in doubt, .
and may be relevant only for
individuals with already im-
paired fertility or other evidence
of marginal endocrine func-
tioning.
"Stories that marijuana
somehow causes brain damage
date back to the 1930Sand were
part of the original 'reefer
madness' stew served by the old
federal Bureau of Narcotics. The
controversy was rekindled in um
when a report in a British
medical journal attributed brain
atrophy in ten young males to
smoking marijuana. Follow-up
studies using better subject
selection and highly
(Cont. p. 9)
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WELCOME TO WASHINGTON
EDDING. RING
HAND MADE ORIGINALS
BARRY mlCHAELSON
(Goldsm ith • Designer. Jeweler)
For Evenings & Saturdays
call- 785-1368
1909 Eye Street
Washington, D.C.
EVERYAVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LAW STUDEN
GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES.
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES HORNBOOKS
DISCOUNT PRICESAND
COMPLETE SELECTION
AT ••• . . •
- / WASHINGTON
• LAW BOOK CO.
19J7Ey~St.,N.w. Tel. 785-0424
C-11IE ADVOCATE
NEW DEAN: NEW LAW SCHOOL? ,(cont.)
(from p. 1)
5. Should the National Law
Center reach out and establish'
closer ties with the many public
interest, political, and lobbying
organizations which make
Washington unique as a law
school environment, and which
are generating many of the
significant changes in the law? If
so.one would naturally look fora
Dean who could help establish
close working relationships with
these organizations.
Roderick Saxey
(eont, from p.7)
whether to relieve guilty con-
sciences or tip some eternal,
invisible balance of justice - it
strikes at a fundamental issue:
shall people prosper and advance
by virtue of their own effort or
because of the circumstances of
their birth? Debate in tlie 18th
century centered on the question
of allowing nobility in American
.society.
Now the Supreme Court will re-
examine the p-oblem to see if
evolving American values have
overshot the mark or come to rest
in a middle ground that really
does provide universal equality
of opportunity. Quotas are hardly
a middle ground solution. Rather
than extend opportunity, they
curtail it; rather than challenge
people to greater and more
competitive performance, they
lull them into mediocrity by
setting standards for evaluation
other than actual ac-
complishment. A quota system
inherently emphasizes natural,
divisions beyond human control,
and thus unity, a concomitant of
equality, is lost, It is greatly to be
hoped that the Supreme Court
will uphold 'the Bakke decision
and abolish a bureaucratic
schizophrenia that in one breath
commands equality without
regard to race, sex, or religion,
and in the next specifies that
certain groups should receive
special treatment.
(Roderick Saxey is a GW
Medi~al.stuclent) . -.."'n" ' .•',~." •
Start now!'
when key decisioos are made,
they will have no one but
themselves to blame if the new
law SChool, and the new direction
the law school may take, are not
to their liking or in the best in-
terests of the students.
time to generate money for a new
physical plant would p-obably
not also be able to supervise
substantial curriculum im-
provements. To choose the best
man or woman for the task, we
have to have a better idea of the
task we will expect a new dean to
perform. . Iris~ Carry-out
With regard to the selection of
the new dean and the deter- (cont. from p.l0)
mination of the law school's not be able to get that bald guy at
future it is not too early for Kane's to entertain you at the
stude~ts to begin standing up for laundromat on SUnday afternoon,
the right to be heard and to for example. But then, honest-to-
effectively participate. The Blarney Irishmen have been
reputation of the law scnool spotted in Kane's on numerous
directly affects the job p-~pects occasions and their manner of
and the status of all of its speech is strikingly different
graduates. Moreover, students from the balderdash in Trinity.
have particular interests which 'Some things are-no good unless
might not be the same as the, prepared authentically and
faculty's, and a unique vantage, enjoyed slowly, Order up a bowl
point from which to participate in of stew and a Guinness and let
the deliberative process. If Leon speed on.
students both individually and (Jonathan Glazier lived in
through the Student Bar Belfast, Northern Ireland for
Association do not assert. eight months between 197Z and
themselves, they will be pushed 1973.)
aside as they were with regard to
the most recent appointment
decisions. If S.B.A. represen-
tatives do not attend faculty
meetings (at which they are
entitled to three fully-voting
seats), and if student
representatives on key com-
mittees let themselves be pushed
~side (or even outside the room) .
Classes meet Friday evenings, 6-9:30
:nd Saturday mornings, 9-12:30.
meets Saturday afternoons 1-4:30
1st and 2nd year stUdents: Ask about
the Early Sign Up Prog~
'oce 14
Oct 15
Oct 21
Oct 22
Oct 28
Oct 29
Oct 29
Nov 4
Nov 5.
Nov 11
Nov 12
Nov 18
Nov 19
Nov 19
cause the expansion and to ad- 6. Should there be substantial B. CLINICAL-PUBLIC IN-
minister a larger institution. changes in the teaching of legalTEREST: capitalizing upon our
2. Should there be a substantial· research and writing, perhaps by location, and building upon our
increase in the size of the present extending the formal course of already diversified clinical law
law school physical plant, or at instruction to two er even more program, the National Law
least a significant imp-ovement school years, or by giving Center could aspire to greatness
in the existing facilities? If the members of the faculty mere by becoming the leader in clinical
answer to that question is yes, we direct responsibility for teaching legal education. Not only would
Should naturally seek a dean who these vital skills? Naturally, such our own students participate, but
either has the ability to raise a program would require a students from other law SChools
funds for such a project, or the person with a strong: com- around the country could come to
willingness to fight the university mitment to legal writing who the nation's capital for a term of
administration for a grea ter could also persuade the faculty to intensive clinical education in the
share of the law school's income. share that commitment. hometown of public interest law.
3. Should the existing clinical 7. Should the law school be C. AREAS OF SPECIAL-
program be substantially ex- receiving a larger share of the IZATION: The National Law
,panded, perhaps to require each income it produces for the Center already offers extensive
student to take one or more university in the form of tuition, courses and programs in
clinical courses, or even to have and should the law school be specialized areas such as patent
the last year of law school spent given greater control and law and government contracts.
largely on clinical rather than guarantees concerning these Perhaps the most effective way
classroom courses? H so, we funds? U we agree that this is to build up the law school would
would naturally look for a dean important, then we should be to develop other areas of
who is a strong supporter of such naturally look for a person as specialization so that the school
clinical programs, and who has dean who is willing to go to the would achieve greatness througli
the ability to make such fun- mat with the university over this its offer. in these specialized
damental changes in the issue. areas.
curriculum. It is no secret that the law The questions and choices
4. Should the law school be school of the George Washington which I have outlined in this brief
trying new and innovative University, despite its article are by no means
teaching techniques such as prestigious title of "National Law exhaustive, but merely
interdisciplinary programs, Center," is not regarded as a top illustrations of the decisions
having two or more professors law school. Recent surveys in- which should be made before a
each teaching same class in basic dicate that it ranks substantially new dean is chosen. A dean who
courses, mini-eourses which do below Georgetown, its nearest would enhance our reputation for
, not run for the entire semester, rival in the D.C. area. Assuming scholarship is not the same kind
classroom or seminar courses that we would like to do better, in of dean who would lead us to
with a major clinical component, .what direction should we seek to greatness in clinical law . A dean
etc. ? U experimentation with evolve? More precisely, given who would spend considerable .
these and other approaches that the law school has limited - ...
~e~~~~~,th~~r~ur~~~otreas~~ ~~The=~--BR~~------~----------------------
should look for a person as dean aspire to greatness in all areas - I Early-Bi-ret
who has a strong interest in i.e., to be all things to all people
curriculum reform and the - towards which of the following - secret.
ability to persuade the faculty to possible models should we strive IS flO
go along with him. to move?
A. SCHOLARLY: The law
school could seek to enhance its
reputation in the academic
community by hiring a dean and
incoming faculty members who
have already achieved a "name"
for themselves by writing
scholarly articles and by ap-
pearing on prestigious panels and
committees. Greater efforts
could also be made to encourage
existing faculty members to
publish scholarly articles, even
at the expense of other duties.
1909 KSt.,N.W-833-3080
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CommentarY Concerning the Bakke Decision
Prof. Arthur S. Miller BALSA-MLL/La Raza
Anti-BAKKE ResolutionNOTEThe way a question is asked
often determines the answer. So
it is with the Bakke case. Neo-
conservatives, by being able to
label the issue before- the
Supreme Court as one of
"reverse discrimination" or of
"quotas", have been able to set
the terms of the dialogue - and
thus for the unth'nking have
made the answer many give'
clearly predictable.
If however, the question is
posed as it should be, thencthe
answer given might well be
different. I believe the question is
this: What are the appropriate
criteria an admissions com-
mittee may use in making
choices among many applicants,
all of whom meet minimum
scholastic qualifications, for
limited spaces? Those chosen to
enter medical schools are given a
societally-aided education that
ends with giving them a license
to coin money as a doctor. .
Who should get those licenses?
I suggest that the following
criteria must be followed:
adequate prior scholastic
achievement, age, sex, race, and
a stated willingness to practice in
areas, urban and rural, presently
without sufficient medical ser-
vices. How that balance should be
struck is to be determined by the
sound exercise of discretion by
admissions officers. There can be
no other way. We as a nation
must trust the bona fides of ad-
missions committees. How they
strike the balance among those
various factors will vary from
state to state. That. is
unavoidable.
This special section contains all
the commentaries received by
The Advocate regarding Bakke v.
Regents of the University of
California, which is set- for oral
argument before the United Sta-
tes Supreme Court on October 12.
The case concerns a claim of
reverse racial discrimination by
a white applicant to the medical,
school of the University' of
California at Davis. For- ad-
ditional background, the
Supreme Court of Californi,.
decision striking down the
medical school's admissions
system as an illegal quota can be
found at 553 P. 2d 1152.
All contributors are .NLC
Professors and students unless
noted. ,
We welcome any com-
mentaries or letter to the editors.
from members of the University
community on the Bakke case or
any other issue.
- the Editors
Presently, the segment of society
that exclusively controls the
economic and political powers of
this country is one that is
predominanately made up of a
white, primarily male, capitalist
class. Historically, this class has
controlled the legal, economic,
and medical institutions as well
as the total educational resources
of society in a manner that best
serves and perpetuates its in-
terests to' the detriment of the
goals of social equality. We, as
minority students and working
people, are not a part of this class
and have had to continually
struggle to 'insure that our in-
terests are recognized' and ser-
ved.
munities, Bakke is merely the
latest. Not far behind the
economic recession has been the
elimination of day-care centers,
bi-lingual, bi-cultural programs,
forced sterilizations, cutbacks on
social services, cutbacks on
health and social services, at-
tacks on undocumented workers
and union busting. The' list is
endless ... This increased op-
pression and repression is not
without resistance on the part of
minority and poor people. Today
our brothers and sisters resist in
strikes, mass protest, boycotts.
Indeed, our presence and par-
ticipation in the coming
demonstrations is a re-
affirmation of our resistance
and an example of our solidarity.
No one has a constitutional
right to education in any
profession - or, indeed, higher
education of any type. Surely,
white males have no superior
claim to any others for admission
to professional school merely
because of better scholastic
records. If the Supreme Court is
wise - and wisdom is a scarce
commodity on the High Bench -
it will write an opinion in' broad
terms, trying to answer as many
of the specific pro blems as can be
anticipated in the Bakke-type
situations, and leave it up to the .1- ...-.1
University of California ' to
balance the many and oft-times
conflicting considera tions.
Judges should not be admissions
officers for professional schools.
The Bakke decision has legally
rationalized racism against
minority people. Bakke is not
simply a constitutional issue, it is
also a political issue reflected in
historic oppression of third world
people. Since political issues
demand active participation, we
are demanding our rights to the
resources and wealth of this
nation we also built.
We pledge that our struggle
against the Bakke decision shall
become an integral part of the
many sided struggle for social
and political equality. Even a
reversal of the decision by the
United States Supre~ Court will
not quench our thirst for justice.
We pledge ourselves to a con-
tinuing fight against aUtypes of
oppression, and we'll quit only
with the elimination of social and
political injustice.
Prof. Willson
I find the most disturbing
aspect of Bakke to be the over- Bakke is not an isolated attack on
whelming ignorance of the law
that the publicity about the case the needs of the minority com-
has shown to exist among so
many citizens. Few com-
mentators seem concerned with
We must also bear in mind the the law. Most seem obsessed with
limited objective of test like the extra-legal considerations. What On October 12, 1977,the United
LSAT. The LSAT is designed to are we to think of our educational States Supreme Court will hear
predict an applicant's per- system's success in explaining oral argument in the case of
formance in the first year of law how American justice works Regents of the University of
school. Why should a test with when an emotional letter to the California v. Bakke. As you may
such a limited objective deter- editors of THE HATCHET (9-26- know, this case involves Allan
mine who should be admitted to 71) signed Tanya V. Deyo con- Bakke, a white engineer who was
law schools, and more im- eludes, "Please join in the effort turned down for.admission to the
portaniIy, to the legal profession? to overturn the Bakke decision"? UC-Davis medical school. Bakke
Many legal educators and I pray that the Justices of the claimed he was illegally passed
lawyers agree, that the LSAT is Supreme Court will use all of over for admission even though
best used as an exclusionary their wisdom in making their his grades, test scores and
rather than a selective device. It decision on Bakke. And I pray credentials were "superior" to
can be very useful in eliminating that they not allow pressures those of some minority ap-
Everybody knows that law and those candidates who do not have from any special influence group plicants who were accepted. At
medical schools have never a reasonable chance of sue- to influence that decision. that time UC-Davis had Im-
admitted students solely by the ceeding would be unfair to those plemented a special admissions
numbers - indeed, few if any candidates, the excluded can- (Robert C. Willson is an program whereby 16 places in a
have ever suggested that. The didates who could succeed, to the Associate Professor of Jour- class of 100 'were set aside for
objective has been, and continues law school and indeed to the nalism at GW.) students from disadvantaged
to be,the development of an public in that it is simply not a backgrounds.
admissions policy which is fair wise use of a limited resource. The California Supreme Court
and equitable; performance on process and to eliminate it from held the special admissions
the LSAT or MCAT and un- Once we have eliminated those consideration in the admissions program to be discriminatory
dergraduate average are candidates who do not have a process as it is currently being against Bakke due to his race and
properly primary factors, but reasonable chance of succeeding, used would be fundamentally therefore unconstitutional. The
there are other important con- then it would seem entirely unfair and inconsistent with the Court said it was unconstitutional
siderations. Historically, proper for a law school to give spirit of Brown v. Board of to favor minority applicants
professional schools have also serious consideration to factors Education; moreover, it would UNLESS the University had
considered such matters as in addition to the LSAT score and constitute the official revival of intentionally discriminated
military service, employment the undergraduate average. But racism and may signal the end of against minorities in the past,
during college, one's major the admissions policy should be that era of racial enlightenment and that special admissions
Ie ad e r s hip po sit ion s , rational, fair, and equitable. ushered in by Brown v. Board of programs which consider race
publications, the area of. the There must be solid and rational Education, the Civil Rights Act of rep res e nt' , rever s e
country from which the apphcant justifications for the con- 1964 and various Executive discrimination" against whites.
comes, etc. The need for lawyers sideration of additional factors. Orders. The basis for the University of
and doctors in various com- California appeal proved obvious
munities would also seem a Why should race be considered The great majority of Black to those of us most affected by the
proper factor. And, i~ ",:ould be in the admissions process? Race college graduates of 1976 (who decision - the minority com-
remarkable indeed If It were must be considered because the graduated from high school in munity. UC-Davis did not at-
decided this late in the day that whole of our society has always 1972) were educated in tempt to submit any evidence as
our Constitution requires schools viewed it as an important con- , to its own past discriminatory
to admit solely by the numbers. sideration in the educational (cont. p. 7) aellons against minorities . and _. , ...
----- --- -_.__ _~-_. -- ---. ---- -----.---. __._~ ,._ -- _ - - - !. .. ------_.._..--..L -----._--------------
Prof. O'Neal Smalls
Martin Lopez mAt bottom is Bakke's con
tention that to admit a minority
applicant with a lower entrance
test score (LSAT, MCAT, etc)
and undergraduate grade point
average than his, while rejecting
him, would constitute unlawful
discrimination. This argument
assumes that admission to law
school is determined solely on the
basis of those two scores and that
any deviation from that standard
would be constitutionally im-
permissible.
offered little evidence to defend
the special admissions program.
Furthermore, numerous requests
to secure a minority co-counsel to
represent the views of those
directly affected by the case were
discarded by UC-Davis.
Thus, the so-called "defense"
was considered to lack evidence
necessary for the Supreme Court
to make a fair decisioo thereby
causing the filing of numerous
amicus curiae briefs by minority
and legal organizations.
According to the Study of
Educational Policy, more than 40
briefs were ftled in opposition to
Bakke while 13 in support were
listed.
As reported in Newsweek,
University of Pennsylvania law
professor Ralph Smith, a leader
of the National Conference of
Black Lawyers, accused a UC-
Davis admissions officer of
"virtually inviting" Bakke to sue.
Facts show that an admissions
officer - since fired- persuaded
Bakke that minority admissions
was the cause of his rejection,
provided him with legal counsel,
and encouraged the suit against
the program.
The Bakke case concerns the
issue of whether affirmative
action programs designed to
improve educational and job
opportunities for racial
minorities and women are
constitutional. The California
(cont. p. 7)
.1HE ADVOCATE
James M. BeckerMannel' Romero
The questionabllity of the efforts before the court number of minmity students
of the counsel for the University. The Absurd Results ofBaklfe would correspondingly decrease.
of california Regents, in ad- 'lbe california SUprmte. Court Recall that the majmity justified
vocating the validity of special having begun its opinion with its recommendation on the theory
admissions programs at UC faulty assumptions, that the that there is no evidence to in-
Davis, manifests itself University has not discriminated dicate that minority students are
repeatedly throughout the entire against minorities in the past and less selfishly inclined than white
majority opinion. The Bakke that minmities are less qualified students. By the same token,
decision principally relies on the than their. white coun- there is no more evidence on the
major rremise that the standard terparts merely because of lower record to indicate that non-
use by the University of its MCAT scores on standard tests, con- minority students who par-
(Medical College Admissions cludes with absurd fmdings and ticipate in the special admissions
Test) and GPA (Grade Point recommendations. First, the }X'ogran1S are themselves less
Average) constitutes a valid Court states that, "We do not selfIShly included, especially in
indicator of medical success in compel the University to utilize light of the faCt that non-minmity
practice and therefore, minmity only the highest objective students will encounter more
students are less qualified than academic credentials, as the sole lucrative opportunities in the
higher seering white applicants. criterion for admissiOn." Then post-schooling world. Secondly,
This premise has not been proven the Court discusses some the alternative suggestion that
and in fact numerous medical elements of what a permissible integration of professional
authorities have refuted it. "flexible admission standard schools can be accomplished by
Justice Tobriner points out these might include." One of the most simply expanding the schools is
studies in footnotes 12,13, and 14 important I non-academic .unrealistic. Indeed, it is, as
in his dissenting opinion. Because criterion is entitled "needs of the Justice Tobriner points out, "A
of the reliance on this false profession-." The Court then cruel hoax to deny minmity's
assumption and additional false recognizes and ap}X'oves such participation in the medical
assumptions that UC Davis bas University practices as giving trofession on the basis flf such
not discriminated against weight to such factors as: 1) fanciful speculation." If as the
minorities in the past, the Court whether the applicant is a spouse Courts points out, in 1874 there
concluded that the University did of a former student; and 2) were 40 applicants for every
extend preferential treatment on whether the applicant is a place available in the Davis
the basis of race and, in doing so, resident of Ncrthern Calif<rnia, medical school. alone, .the state
the result was the denial of a medi<;a1ly needy region.The would presumably have to build a
benefits to majority white absurdity of these fmdings is great number of new medical
students. The record clearly demonstrated by the fact that the 'schools in order to accommodate
shows that sole reliance in the great need for increased medical an adequate number of minority
past on MCAT and GPA scores services to the minority com- students that is more than just
operated to exclude minmities munities, due to the gross token. We are living in an era.of
from medical schools. Uthe issue misallocation of medical limits. This }X'ospect is absurd in
of past discrimination by virtue resources, which again the CoUrt light of the prevailing political
of the cultural bias of the MCAT .explicity recognizes, obvious and economic atmosphere.
had been placed before it, the consntutes a more compelling Whatever the legal "outcome 01'
California Suprmte Court would state interest than do any of the the Bakke case, the ultimate fate
have been hard pressed to con- practices alluded to previolBly. of· affirmative action and
clude that the special admissions Certainly,' the marital status of minority rights will be deter-
program violated the Equal the applicant is irrelevant to any mined not by' the courts; it will be
Protection Clause of the 14th state interests under any stan- decided by the result of the
Amendment. dard ·of review under the 14th political and educational struggle
The defense counsel to the Amendment. With respect to the against racism.
Regents committed a fun- residency treference, the Court .-----------'-----:.....-----------------------1
damental ,.error from the assumes that just because an W V K b h
viewpoint of fairness to applicant is a resident of this ayne an ~uwen erg
minorities by not presenting needy. community he or she- will
evidence of the past tend to return to it. Justice
discrimination practiced by the 'Tobriner in his dissent points out
University. Thus, the University the fallacy: "I don't see how we
abandoned well established case can uphold the preferential ad-
law which specifically is mission of rural applicants but
designed to cure the effect of past strike down such preferences to
discrimination. As the Court applicants of urban minority
pointed out, 'Neither party communities." .'
contended in the trial court that The majority then enumerates
the University had practiced what it calls "less detrimental
discrimination and no evidence, alternatives" which would ae-
with regard to this question was complish the same objectives as
presented below. Thus, on the the Special Admissions
basis of the record before us, we programs. Among these alter-
must presume that the natives are: 1) aggressive
University has not engaged in recruitment programs and
past discriminatory conduct." remedial schooling of all races
Even more revealing of the who are interested in pursuing a
skewed line under which this case professlonal career and have
was tried is the explanation of the evidenced the talent for doing so;
Court in the f()()tnotes stating, and 2) an-increase in the number
"admittedly, neither the of spaces in medical schools
University nor Bakke would have either by aliowing additional
an interest in raising such a students to enroll in the schools or
claim, but this fact alone would by expanding the schools. JlBtice
not justify us making a fmding on Tobriner dissenting, calls these
a factual matter not presented alternatives "on their face either
below." As incredible as it may disingenuous or impractical or
seem, the Court is quick to both." the validity of this
condone exclusion from trial of criticism is illustrated by the
the most significant facts, following facts: Because all
thereby leading to an inevitable disadvantaged students need
decision that for all practical financial aid, the total number of
purposes serves as a death blow set students a medical or
to all Special Admissions }X'Ofessionalschool can afford is
programs But the crucial point is limited and as a result of the
that there was no one effectively inclusion of ali disadvantaged
protecting minority interests students into such a program. the
dividual born into a· comfortable
middle class environment is
likely to learn at an early age the
importance of education, to
follow the lead of parents and
teachers who often }X'each that
diligence and perseverence will
be rewarded with the good things
in life, perhaps even a
srofessional career. Even if life
for the middle class is not so
easy, it is nearly always certain
that life fOr the poor minority is
harder. 'To assume that 'in-
dividual merit' is a fair way to
allocate positions in medical
school is to ignOre the inequities
of the world around lB.
The SUpreme Cowt's decision
in Bakke v, Regenta of the
University of California is. not. 80
important for its determmation
of whether Allan Bakke was
deprived of his constitutional
right to equal}X'otection under
the law. Of major importance
will be the Cowt's evaluation of
affirmative action programs, for
that evaluation is likelYto incl~
a major statement of the pnn-
ciples which should gui&: ~e
struggle to solve Amenca s
enduring racial }X'oblems.
One of Jhe familiar arguments
against the Davis Medical
School's special' admissions
}X'ogram is that it allocates 16 of
100 positions in the fll'St-year
class on the basis of race rather
than individual merit. It ~ffends
our sense of fairness that an
immutable characteristic such as
race be the basis for distributing
a government benefit as highly
coveted as medical education.
We prefer academic
achievement because intuitively
it seems more closely related to
individual merit and }X'ovidesthe
applicant with some control over
his fate.
Many -who reject 'individual
merit' as the exclusive means of
selecting medical students
nevertheless oppose the Davis
special admissions program
because it chooses students on
the basis of race, rather than a
non-racial- criterion such as
economic and social disad-
vantage. This appears to be a
strong argument against ~
Davis }X'ogram, exceiX that it
overstates the scope of af-
firmative action }X'ograms. They
were. not designed to eliminate
widespread economic and social
disadvantage, but to' alleviate
effects of past discrimination
against specific minorities. They
recognize our nation's tragic
history of racial strife, our urgent
need to integrate society at all
levels, and to promote racial
harmony. While eliminating
Widespread social and economic
The weakness of this argument
against special admissions is its
failure to recognize the inherent
limitations of individual merit as
a principle of distributive justice.
Most would concede that in-
dividual merit as measured by
academic achievement is in no
small part a function of the in-
dividual'senvironment - a
factor, like race, over which he
has little or no control. The. in- (coot. p. 7)
My friend Monroe and I were
discussing the impending Bakke
decision over a game of pool at
the Marvin Center.
- "Man, you've got to have some
places reserved for ethnics or the
schools will never let minorities
int " cried Monroe,shooting
behind the eight ball.
At that moment a white-hooded
cloaked figure with a cross
emroidered on his tunic entered
the room, saying 'something
about how he'd sure like to shoot
some. Ioffered him my cue stick
and he looked at me like I was,
nuts.
Some people do not like pool.
Anywav. we all got to talking
about .Bakke: a white man, a
bleak man, and an extremely
evangelical Christian.
"Now, why y'aU ~ant to go an'
discriminate against some white
folks?" asked the mysterious
hooded figure.
"Well," Ianswered, "we're not
really discriminating. We're just
doing a little benign social
engineering."
"Yeah, chimed in Monroe,"1
know it's tough on a few white
kids, missing out on getting into
school- but man, it has got to be
done."
"You mean discrimination is a
necessary evil?" asked the hood.
'''Yeah,'' Monroe replied, "You
could say that."
"We've been saying that for
years." said the hood.
Obviously a progressive
Cbirstian sect, I thought.
"And anyway," continued
Monroe, "We have got to in-
corporate . minorities into the
professions if we are to get the
most out of our societal poten-
tial."
"God!" exclaimed the hood
"we've said that for almost tw~
hundred years - not about in-
corporating minorities, but about
the good of society coming first.
We call it 'the positive good'
theory."
Obviously a very progressive
Christian sect.
"Also consider," said Monroe,
"that what the court is dealing
with in. Bakke is benign
discrimination, not invidious
discrimination. "
"You mean there's good
discrimination and bad
discrimination?" queried -the
hooded figure iocredulously.
Right, I said.
"Gosh, we tried to tell that to
the federal courts twenty years
ago and they wouldn't buy any of
it '" rued the hood.
"Maybe we'll get lucky and
they'll change their minds."
suggested Monroe, combing the
cue-chalkdust out of his fro.
"Anyway," added Monroe, "a kid
from the ghetto is bound to be
tougher and better than a white
kid with somewhat higher
scores."
"Can't let some upstart test get
in the way of a person's
background, " agreed the hood.
The figure in white retreated to
the corner of the room for several
minutes, immersed in deep
thought. He then came back and
invited us both to a meeting of his
religious group, saying we
disagreed on some particulars
but agreed on general principles.
It promises to be a very in-
teresting gathering, and I un-
derstand if Monroe wants to join
he will be the first black member.
The meeting will consist of a
bonfire and an investigatioo into
whose ox is being gored (I didn't
even know people owned oxen
anymore), a matter to which the
hooded figure accorded the
highest importance. I love it
when churches leave the abstract
and investigate concrete social
injlBtice, don't you? Things are
definitely changing for the bet-
ter!
(from p. 5)
Supreme Comt held it not. to be
so.
The need for affU'tllative action
, in this country cannot be denied.
Racism in America has per-
meated every aspect of 'this
country from its founding.
Examples are many - the mass
slaughter of American Indians
and the stealing of their lands;
the long period of slavery which
brought about segregation,
lynchings, and the infamous
KKK; exclusion of Mexican-
Americans and Blacks in the
West and Southwest from
establishments using signs
labeled "No, Mexicans or
Coloreds Allowed."
But today in this world of
liberal thinking and equality foc,
all, minorities are no better off.
Anti-busing p-otests from Boston
to the South; continued police
crimes in the minority com-
'munities; and the increased
visibility of racist groups such, as
the Ku Klux Klan and the
American Nazi party show that
minorities are once again under
attack.
Afflmlative action programs
are an attempt to remedy past,
discrimination while further
integrating society. As Justice
Tobringer stated in his dissenting
opinion in Bakke, ", . . the at-
tainment of aracially integrated,
diverse medical school student
body, made up of qualified
students of all races, is .more
important than the perpetuation
of a segregated medical school
composed of students with the
highest objective academic
, credentials."
Statistics concerning this
objective prove most favorable to
this conclusion. The ratio of white
doctors to the white population is
roughly about 1 to 700, But
compare ratios of minority
doctors: Black - 1 to '3,800;
American Indian - 1 to 20,000;
and Latlm -1 to 30,000.The need
for trained minority members of
the bar 'is similarly disheart-
ening. New Jersey and Con-
necticut, for example, have 10
Puerto Rican lawyers each
despite the fact that the number
of Puerto Ricans in each state
now numbers several hundred
thousand. In my home state -
New Mexico, the population is 39
per cent Mexican-American; the
bar is 7 per cent Mexican-
American.
Black statistics in the field of
law are equally gloomy. There is
one white attorney for every 625
persons, but only one black at-
torney for every 7,100 black
persons, Thus, the un-
derrepresentation of the minority
community seems beyond
question.
But as Justice Douglas so
wisely stated, in his dissenting
opinion in DeFunis, "The purpockse
... cannot be to produce bl~
lawyers for blacks, Pol!sh
lawyers for poles, JeWish
lawyers for Jews, Irish lawyers
for Irish, It should be to oroduce
mE ADVOCA TE-'l
Smalls [eont.]
As Professor O'Neill explains: Having been long excluded
"For minority youth, from educational and job op-
professionals from, and within portunities, most minorities can
their communities offer essential ,not' compete 'with, mlddle-class
od d Minorities receive lowerrole m els. Success an ex- whites who have the necessaryndi . . ~,~~ college grades and test scores notpa mg opportumtles s_est resources > to prepare for bec
th th ' f' king" ause they measure innateat ere are ways 0 ma It professional school. Progra ms. h t t t . I intelligence or mental capacity,Wit ou resor OVIO ence. which br;n~ such inequities to anC I th d .al clost -Ab but rather because they measure
onverse y, e etll or OSlOg end should be strengthened, not learned abilities _ abilities
off of opportunities from eliminated. Affirmative actionedueati h I b t breed which, are 'taught, acquired anducation cannot e p u means no longer relying on' the d
frustration, resentment and promises of institutions of eveloped in formal education. We still have mankind's first
anger at the predominantly white education and employment not to Une,qualeducation will un- real' opportunity, to make the
Anglo society." discriminate. The potential for doubtedly produce unequal quality of our lives match the
R ial Pref d High scores. It is perhaps unfortunate arvel bo I hiaci erence an er abuse is great. It does mean, and ironic, but nonetheless true, m s of our la r; et story
Education: The Larger, Context however, to require those in- that we must use the same not record that ours was the flr5t
(l!J74) 60 Va L Rev 925. 944. stitutions to recruit, hire or admit classification to correct the generation to have the ability but
qualified minority and women problem that was used in lacked the will and the courage.
Upon reading the 'Pro-Bakke applicants. The purpose of af- If we persevere, the Promised
I . th H tch 1, 't' Db- ed' creating it, Became the intent of· Land can be ours.etters lD e, a e I 18 flrmative action as argu m governments (and thus the
vious most people draw the Bakke is to insure real equality of
conclusion that minority students opportunity to groups affected people) was to cripple a par- (The author .served for three
d the . I d tieular racial group (and alas, it years as Direetor of AdmlSS'1'0' nsaccepted un er e specia a - most by discrimination. ked') th ' be U
h th wor . e treatment must of American University Lawmissions (rograms suc as e . il I dir ed
one used at UC-Davis are "less Anyone who hopes for a color- sun ar y ect . School and two years as a
qualified" to practice medicine blind society may be troubled by .member of the Law School
as those whites rejected. a program that gives a specific It is commendable indeed that Admissions Council, Princeton,
Disadvantaged. students ..-. in- share of places to particular lawyers and law schools have New Jersey.)
eluding several white applicants minorities. But right row it is an taken a positive role in correcting ,...:..:.=.;.:.....::...:=:L:.:~ ,
so-classified - are accorded effective way, and perhaps the this historic injustice. It is Roderick Saxey
differential treatment because only way, to break a historic nowhere written that the
the so-called objective academic pattern of discrimination. The government (state, federal, The Bakke case is not merely
credentials necessary, for ac- reality of it all is that it takes court, legislature, president) another civil rights dispute, but
ceptance do not accurately heroic measures to end the in- must act alone in translating into the logical culmination of many
predict the disadvantaged ap- tentional exclusion of Blacks, reality the great notions of generations' reflection on the
plicant's qualifications. and, Latinos, women and other equality found in the ThIrteenth, question of whether all
therefore, does not provide an minorities from certain areas of Fourteenth and Fifteenth Americans have a right to equal
equitable basis for comparison American life. Amendments to our Constitution. opportunity and equal treatment
with other applicants. ,..- --L..__ ---,- --l under the law. This is not a moot
question, for societies all over the
A, number of studies have B k ( t ) world and throughout history
shown that many admissions ec er con. inevitably designate certain
tests med today are biased groups within their populations
against the poor and working as deserving full rights of
class, and especially against (from p. 6) who helped build a foundation for citizenship _ others are not
minorities. One study of the the historic Supreme Court equal. Despite the brilliant
MCAT - the test which sup- disadvantage may be a desirable decision in Brown v. Board of philosophy and dedicated efforts
edl d that Bakke was goal, it does not necessarily Education. undO f th 't' clpos y prove " Yet this view is somewhat of the fo lDg a ers, I 18 ear
"more qualified" - showed that destroy the justification for historically that the prevailing
I I· h' '1' ff' t' t' oblivious to the si~n;ficant rolethere was litt e re allons Ip talorlng a Irma Ive ac Ion e-- values of early America excluded
between the scores which programs to specific racial which race continues to play in large numbers of people from full
students got on the MCAT and miriorities who have American society. The entrance participation in both public and
did I t . -..Ilcal t t' II b d' d of minorities into the Americanhow well they a er m mew sys ema Ica)' een eDle private life. With the passing
dy d b th th· tr f mainstream has' come withschool. This stu , one y e access to e mams earn 0 years America's values have
Association of American Medical American society. anything but 'all deliberate changed and those who formerly
Colleges, showed that Blacks who speed.' Their gains in the past were left out are now included by
had successfully completed the One objection remains, even twenty years have been paltry; law. Few would argue with the
f edi I sch I for the person who accepts that mm'orities still' bear a grosslyfirst two years 0 m ca 00 ' desirability of this development.
had lower MCAT scores than affirmative action programs can disproportionate share of the The matter of a rejected
whites Who had flunked out. jmtifiably be tailored to benefit burdens of poverty, unem- medicalschool applicant does not
specific minorities. The ployment, and other social ills. It . .1
p-ograms should not be drawn on is only with the arrival of af- challenge the extension o.
'II" ,. ed bec fl'rmatl've actl'on"that the door to freedom to previously unracla IDes, It IS argu, ause - ed b th..
the, way to achieve long term sumtantive gains for minorities derprivileg groups, ut ..
. I ha . by . has been opened. If anything, the extension of special advantages
racla rmony IS removing h th to them. Regardless of the
the concept of race from society past twenty years has taug t at rationale behind this practice
altogether. This view has appeal, perhaps we can only be color
especially since it was p-omoted blind in the long run if we refuse (cont. p,4)
bv- social scientists of the 19508 to be color blind in the short run
Lopez [cont.]
(from p, 5)
segregated elementary and high
schools. Nearly half p-obably
received their degrees from
predominantly Black in-
stitutions. It is now widely ac-
cepted that segregated education
(separate and unequal) severely
limited the educational at-
tainments of Blacks. Not only
were the Black public schools
separate and unequal. Black
children entered the flr5t, grade
at a disadvantage - a great
many grew up in homes with
parents who bad enjoyed even
less educational opportunities
and many did not have an op-
portunity to attend pre-school
programs. This difference in
educational opportunity for
Blacks' and whites will un-
doubtedly be reflected in their
performance on admissions tests.
good lawyers for Americans .•. ."
While white attorneys and
doctors continue to give adequate
proCessional service to the
minority, there is no sumtitute
for a person from the community
itself. The minority students can
much more easily associate with
the problems of that specific
community. In Spanish-sPeaking
and Indian communities the role
of the professional becomes more
critical due to the language
barrier. Also, since the students
selected through the special
admissions program are from
disadvantaged backgrounds,
many voice an intention of
returning to practice in ,their
communities upon completion of
professional school.
admission purposes the disad-
,vantaged students compete on an
equal basis with those "more
qualified" students. If they are
qualified they will survive the
rigors of professional school.
Also, in law, the bar p'ovides
another obstacle to weed out the
unqualified - both white and
minority.
Special admissions programs
put- minorities on equal footing
with others, who have unjustly
benefited due to past
discrimination, These peograms
are needed because due to our
racist and sexist past, minocities
and women have not been
allowed the opportunities af-
forded the white male dominated
society.
Another incorrect conclusion
asserted by the pro-Bakke
supporters is that once admitted,
disadvantaged students are
pushed through school
graduating as "unqualified"
professionals. THIS IS NOT SO!
After snecial consideration for
What law faculties are saying iii
that the white majority cannot
claim a vested right, to 100 pel
cent of the seats in law classes
merely because min<rities have
been excluded in the past, either
intentionally or by segregated
education. Whatever ex
pectations might have been
created in whites by the wrongful
elimination of minorities in the
past are simply not deserving 0
p-otection. What everyone is
entitled to is an admission poli~
which is fair and' equitable; a
policy which reflects our societal
value of an equal chance 'for
educational opportunities and
advancement for all; and ad
missions policy which considers,
the need for lawyers in all sectors
and groups. In short, a policy
which reflects our tradition of an
open profession so long as one has
the ability. The need to consider
race in the admissions process
will expire of its own.force when
applicants are no longer· a
product of segregated elemen-
tary and high schools and the
dream of Brown v. Board of
Education is fulfilled.
SomE ADVOCATE
One of the underlying
asswnDtions of many opponents
of the Bakke decision is that its
proponents are hostile to
minorities and equal rights. This
assumption prompted Tanya
Deyo (The Hatchet, Monday
September 26) to write that if the
Supreme Court were to affirm
Bakke "(T)he battles for equal
rights in promotions, admissions
and equal wages, which many
peooplefought and died for in the
sixties will be lost," The im-
plication of this statement is that
those who support affirmation of
Bakke stand in the way of the
battle for-equal rights. But if the
Bakke case were merely a
question of equal rights for
minorities, the Supreme Court
would have no difficulty in
rendering a decision. It is
precisely because the Bakke case
involvessomuch more than that,
that led the Supreme Court to
avoid deciding the sensitive
issues on the merits three years
ago <Defunisv. Odegaard). For
the Bakke case symbolizes the
seemingly irreconcilable conflict
between two legitimate rights.
Any intelligent discussion must
divorceitself from the notionthat
Joel Seidemann
the Bakke case is no different dered affirmative steps be taken here to escape persecution.
than any of the other equal rights to desegregate in order to insure Setting aside a quota for one.
struggles of the sixties and an equal education for all. group to the exclusionof others is
realize that there are no pat The conflict of competing tantamount to eradication of one
answers to the difficult questions values comes into play where injustice accomplished by the
that Bakke pose. preference is given to mincrity creation of another.
Past Discrimination members for limited positions in The conflict boils down to one
The severe discrimination that education or employment between the equal rights of in-
faced minorities in the past in because of their race. There are dividuals seeking to advance via
this country is indisputable. somewhojustify this as the small the merit system, and the rights
Discriminatory barriers blocked price to be paid for granting of the descendants of the slaves
the minority .member in every equality to minorities. Thus seeking to discard the shackles of
walk of life. Past discrimination . Justice Tobriner stated in his slavery and share in the wealth of
is largely responsible for the dissent in Bakke: "Thnse who affluent America.
current situation of the have previously enjoyed a The Merit System
minorities in the U.S. Wecannot disproportionate adVantage must One of the major assumptions
merely decree 'equality for all' give up some of that advantage if of those supporting Bakke is that
today and expect the effect of the those who have historically had the merit system is a legitimate
past to disappear. Any serious less are to be afforded an equal one and affirmative action
attempt to grant equal rights as share." 553 p.2d 1180 This ap- programs endanger it. Assuming
guaranteed by the Constitution proach makes the minority arguendo that this is true,. and
must redress past in- sons pay for the sins of their that the difficulty in Bakke lies in
justices committed upon fathers and grandfathers. In attempting to eradicate past
minorities. AfflJ"mative action spite of the questionable moral injustice while not disrupting the
programs seek to do just that. It validity of making the sons pay merit system, one must ask: to
would be unrealistic to asswne for the inequities of past what extent does the merit
that a century of discrimination generations, one might justify system work?
and prejudice could be this approach as the lesser of two Carl Rowan quite accurately
eradicated by decreeing equality evils. This justification looks less pointed out that there are
without taking affirmative steps appealing when considering the' students who are granted ac-
to erase the effects of the past. fact that many of those displaced ceptance into professional
This was evident in Brown v. by affirmative action programs . schools on the basis of parents
Board of Education and its are themselves minorities whose donations and political influence.
progency, where the Court or- fathers and grandfathers came While this in itself wouldn't
justify affirmative action
programs, the proponents of the
merit system should deal with
this problem as well as criticizing
affirmative action programs.
In addition, there is some proof
that the correlation between
undergraduate grades and
medical school grades and
performance as a doctor is
low(see Tobriner dissent in
Bakke). A merit system that
can't accurately choose whowill
succeed in the profession is
nothing more than an arbitrary
way ofchoosingwhowill have the
privilege to practice medicine.
The correlation between LSAT
scores and success in law school
is low, as is the correlation
between grades and success in
law school. The Educational
Testing Service is a private
company whohas great influence
on numerous lives, yet it is
subject to little government
control. Those who strongly
support the merit system should
consider these matters seriously.
FinaIIy, Justice Douglas
pointed out in Dejunis v.
Odegaa.rd that the LSAT is a
(Cont. p', 9)
Melvin,A. Marshall (copyright 1977)
The matter of Bakke \I. the answer to the issues had clearly Legally, Bakke is frivolous.
Regents oj the University oj been spoken on by the federal Politically, -it harkens to the
Calijornia, docketnumber 76-811, Supreme Court. Unlike other "Tilden-Hays Agreement", to
United States Supreme Courts, . members of the civil rights genocide of people like myself
epitomizes the unprincipled community, I felt that the federal and to the international censure
judicial decision.It is frivolous,a Supreme Court should grant of this country. I am now afraid.
judicial "banter and frolic". The certiorari for the very limited because, relying upon the law, I
wrong questions are asked in the purpose of vacating the .have exposed myself and my
wrongway. Aspointedout below, . Califronia decision to the extent family, if there is no law.
there is only one way that the that it rests upon the Equal The facts in Bakke are
federal Supreme Court can Protection Clause. Were I on the deceptively simple. As in most
const ttuttonal ly exereise Court, I wouldvacate per curian. .political questions, the facts are
jurisdiction. Since the issue in Now,however, since California largely not in dispute; The
Bakke is no longer legal, but amended its constitution after medical school on the Davis
highly political, however, now Bakke, unless the Supreme Court campus, which is a California
Bakke represents the greatest is willing to say that there can be . State agency, decided that there
possible danger to my future no equal protection in some· were not enough medical
happiness. circumstances without con- students who sprang from
To establish source credibility siderationofrace (whatever race minority and-or disadvantaged
for myself - and to give you an is) or group membership, it is backgrounds. Only 2 per-cent of
inkling of my biases - (l can without federal jurisdiction. This medical doctors and 4 per-cent of
speak only for myself since the is because there is an adequate lawyers are black in this country,
political issue is unclear), I wrote and sufficient state ground for which is at least 16 per-cent
my first essay 00 the distinction the California decision in the black. (At the time of the Civil
between quotas and nwnerical State's consituttion, as now War, it wasmore than 20per-cent
goalsand timetables in early 1970 amended. In other words, for the black. Two decades later it was
when I worked as a civil rights federal Supreme Court to make a only 5 per-cent black. What
officer for the federal govern- principled decision, it must not happenedt) Thequestionsof race
ment.only vacate the Bakke decision, it relations are complicated and
must invalidate part of the State unsettled. Backs discriminate
Constitution. against other blacks on the basis
Since there does not presently of race and color.
exist an adequate theory or Until recently, there existed
jurisprudence that can formal and legal national and
distinguish between acceptable state policies which were
uses of race in the decision- designed to prevent blacks from
making process, and unac- maintaining any capacity to
ceptable uses, since all of the economically provide for
myriad permutations of racial themselves or to transmit their
and ethnic, legal, formal; and culture and family histories from
institutional discrimination are one generation to the next.
not even known or imagined, Similar programs existed for
Bakke frightens me. Now I fear Chicanos,American Indians, and
for my security as a black man in some Asian-Americans. This
this country, for without the formal structure was dismantled
protection of the law will not on paper only in 1964.In fact, the
blacks be destroyed? I fear for old policies still continue,
the safety and physical integrity although things are better.
of my children who wiIl foIlow As a practical matter, this
me. Will they be permitted to nation cannot continue to exist as
When I first hear of Bakke, knowtheir family history, or will a single nation unless the
very early last year, I read the they be forced into schoolswhich legitimate aims of its minorities
California decision and promptly will teach. them the "correct" are satisfied. Based upon all of
decided that the issues raised form of race relations and race the above factors, the California
were frivolous. That is, the legal history? state school reserved 16per-cent
The issue is not new, but only
swept under the rug
bypragmatists whonowsee their
pragmatism blow up in their
faces. Thee times the federal
government has declared me to
be the victim of illegal racial
discrimination. Four times my
allegations were not sustained..
Of62briefs filed in Bakke, I have
read 25,as well as the record and
the petition for eertiorgri. All of
my adult life I have meditated
about the definitions and the
ramifications of discrimination. I
ama black, part-hispanic,
Roman Catholic who has great
sympathy with the jewish
question. '.
of its spaces for minority and
disadvantaged students. Some
blacks did not qualify for this
special admissions program,
while some whites did. No white
was ever admitted through the
special admissions program,
while some blacks were admitted
through the regular admissions
program. Only qualified persons
were admitted by either
program. In general, there is no
sure method to determinewhich
qualified applicant is more
qualified, and which is less
qualified.
The trial court in California
utilized what it thought was the
correct disproportionate impact
test (Griggs v.Duke Power Co.)
to find that since whiteS as a
group were effectively precluded
from the special admissions
program, it discriminated
against them. "Despite the
federal Supreme Court's
intervening decision in
Washington v. Davis which
requires a fmding of specific
intent before disproportionate
impact proves unconstitutional
discrimination, the California
Supreme Court affirmed in a
specially expedited direct appeal
since it concluded that any
consideration of race is per ce
unconstitutional. Although the
trial court had based its decision
of the state Equal Protection
Clause, the California Court
ignored its own constitution and
based its decision only 'on the
federal clause. However,
whatever the federal Supreme
Court decides, unless the federal
court invalidates part of
California's consitution its
decisionwill be merely advisory.
Here, it is important to note
some hypocrisy on the part of
civil rights lawyers. Had Bakke
been black, the California
decision would have been hailed
as a great step forward. Since
Bakke Js white, they decry the
use of the disproportionate im-
pact test, yet they have not fully
developed the test. It has never
been mere disproportionate
impact that shows un-
consitutional discrimina tion.
Rather, before the test can be
applied, there must be an "in-
sular and discrete" minority
politicaIly powerless to protect
itself from injustice at the hands
of the majority and traditionally
the object of invidious
discrimination. Many groups in
this country satisfy this
definition. Balcks within the
District of Columbia may not.
Whitesas a group certainly never
could. Redress for those groups
that donot satisfy the defInitionis
through political action, at the
poIls.
It is clear, now, that the whole
question of affirmative action
and "reverse" discrimination
has been taken out of the legal
arena, and turned to base politics
of the type not seen in this
Country since Wallace stood in
the courthouse door. The mass
media, at the end of a campaign
that has lasted for at least seven
years, seems bent upon making
dominantmajority whites feel as
if they are being victimized and
harmed by action to redress past
injustices to to blacks and other
discriminated against minorities.
The black civil rights community
has failed in its obligation to
articulate a clear, moral basis .
around which a consensus of
concerned dominant white and
oppressed minority group
members can raIly. Ending
discrimination is like pulling a
rooted tooth. It hurts the worst
just before it comes out. I fear
that the political ground is being
developed to stand for the
proposition that the cure of un-
constituional discrimination is
worse than the discrimination
itself. Then, and for this reason, I
am afraid., ,
-----~_._------
legitimate rights in. the process.
culture-based test' that cannot The whole merit system should
IX'Obe the capabilities of the be reevaluated. The relationship
minority student. He saw such a betweengrades and standardized
test as militating against the test and 1) success in
minority student and upheld the professional school, and 2)
separate consideration of success In the profession should
minority students on this basis be further examined. ETS should
alone. Even the proponents of a be subject to strict public
merit system would have to scrutiny inasmuch as it has an
agree that if. the criteria for im~ef.lSe effect on the public.
admissions were culture-bound If It 18 found that the criteria for
various adjustments would hav~ selecting "qualified minority
d students is different than the
to be ma e to amke the system criteria for nonminorities then
equitable. different measures shouid be
The Court
Although Justice Harlan once used. This process wouldn't
said that the Constitution is admit a minority member
color blind. the Court has used because of race, but rather
race as a criterion to eradicate becauseof superior qualification;,
although differents tests were
past discrimination. This has used to reach this conclusion.
beennecessary and just in many The california Supreme Court
instances,and in those Insttances (Bakke decision, .majority
no innocent parties were hurt in opinion) suggests the early
the process. However, race as a recruitment of disadvantaged
criterion in the . benign students of all races who are
classification cases oversteps interested in studying medicine.
both its constitutional and moral If such students could be selected
bounds. in high school, remedial
For whether or not the Court programs at the high school and
will agree. a fair reading of the college level would insure their
Constitution dictates an af-firmation of Bakke. The acceptance into. professional
schools.
guarantee of equal protection In addition, the government
was meant to apply' to all per- should make every attempt to
sons, not just minorities. increase the number of medical
Facially, the Equal Protection schools. There are certainly
Clause is absolute and isn't more qualified applicants than
subject to a balancing of In- spots available, and certain
terests. As the Washington vested interests have Sue-
Supreme Court pointed out, a cessfully limited the number of
benign classification is "not schools and spots in spite of
benign with respect to non-.: the need for doctors.
minority students who are .. The solution to the Bakke
displaced by it." 507 p.2d 1169 dilemma lies in the attempt to
(1973) california has no com- reconcile and to accomodate two
pelling state interest that can' legitimate rights. If Congressand
overcome the exclusion of one others will not lose sight of this,
from its medical school on the then both interests will be fur-
basis of his race. It is even dif- thered.
ficult to see how other courts ~~~----------1
have been able to justify af- .Migrant
firmative action plans on the
basis that the institution was ( )
guilty of discrimination in the (from p. 2) eont,
past (which isn't the case here).
The court in such a caseseems to Most of our cases concerned
be excluding nonminorities wage disputes over the rate
because of the sins of the in- promised or the number of acres
stitution rather than the sins of .worked or the amount of work
their fathers. promised: Other cases w~re
In the end result, it is probably .consumer matters concermng
better for the court to affirm, car repairs or insurance claims,
even from a practical standpoint. welfare problems and family law
The kinds of p-oblems that the (particularly involving custody,
solutions to redressing the past support, and battered women).
wrongs will raise would be better While we served a useful function
solvedby the Congress.For. even in providing information that the
. assuming the consitutional people can use to control their
validity of this affirmative action own lives more directly, we were
plan, the Court will be called unfortunately encouraging
upon in the future to answer the dependencyon a system.of legal
.question of what proportion of services. The real benefit of the
'places may be set aside for work we did this summer was in
minorities in various areas. redistributing power in the local
These questions involve policy situations by advocating for the
issueswhich the Court isn't able migrant workers. Never before
to answer and shouldn't answer had any leaal workers actively
considering that the Court is an intervened on their behalf, and it
undemocratic organ of govern- made a difference in negotiations
ment. The Congressshould make With growers' and with
such decisions inasmuch as they bureaucrats. But this is a short-
are accountable to the people. term gain on a case-by-ease
The Less Onerous Alternatives basis. The only lasting effect on
Route the living and working conditions The tuition for the course is as indicated above and includes all study materials for the State
The solution lies not in aban- of migrant workers will come Exam and the Multistate Exam. The .tuition is reduced to $220 if this form and the tuition are
doning the struggle of the sixties, when they organize themselves . d l
ff ti ba .. it receive In our office prior to October 18,1977.but in attempting to seek alter- into an e ec rve rgauung u~
nate routes to insure the capablde nuof.~nf?rCtmbegg. th~lr Amount submitted: $ Date: Signature ----------
eradicatlon of past evils while not _deman s, tn'~"~~.a ~._._lDD.• _mg.__ • . ,.- .. . . !li~~l'll~mmll)l~tt~nig-='"'lJlJOl1~~-~oth~er~-~-equa!~.~ly -:!toQ..!!!!l~!d!t!M!!""~Ul=~V'l==JNote:-Allow two weeks-forde11Very"Of-srudY"mafefiars'iJ"serif 6y·maH. --- -----.-- ..--------------
Seidemann [eont.]
(from p. 8)
mE ADVOCATE-.
NBR BAR.REVIEW
FOR D.C.,_ MARYLAND AND.VIRGINIA BAR EXAMS
FACT SHEET
FACT 1: NBR is a comprehensive bar review course for the Virginia, Maryland,
and District of Columbia bars combining the best features of the NBR
and SMH Bar Review Schools.
FACT 2: SMH, N~w England's foremost bar review school, has developed a com-
prehensive series of multi-state subject outlines. A full set of the new
edition of these outlines will be provided to each student.
FACT 3: NBR will also utilize the well-known SMH video tape lectures. These pre-
sentations, featuring lecturers of national reknown, will cover each area
of the multi-state exam. Included are:
Professor Walter H. McLaughlin, Jr Boston Univ.
Professor James Smith Boston College
Dean Frederick Hart Univ. of New Mexico
FACT 4: Exte~sive pre-cou~se, dU~ing course, and post-course multi-state
practice exams Will be given. Over 1,000 multistate questions and
answers. Each student may thus determine his or her particular
strengths and weaknesses.
FACT 5: NB~ lecturers and materials will provide preparation for the essay
portion of the bar. The NBR method, used with excellent results for over
3~ years, combines lectures by knowledgeable local practitioners, exten-
sive review essay exam questions and the concise NBR state supple-
ments.
FACT 6: Save up to $100 over the other course. The fee for the course is $245,
which includes all books and materials. The price is low because NBR
employs no student sales representatives and pays no commissions
since we are confident that the course will sell itself. Our advertising
budget and overhead are minimal. These savings allow us to offer you a
lower price for what we believe to be the best course. Why pay for
"hype"?
FACl7: The Early Bird Course for the February Exams begins on October 18. 1977.
All classes to be held in Washington at the National Lawyer's Club,1815
H Street, N.W. For further information, call us at 872-8884.
FACT 8: Save another $25. If you register prior to the beginning of the Early Bird
Course on October 18, the fee is only $220.
~---~-----------------------------------~------------
NBR BAR REVIEW
Suite 410 1819 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. • 202-872-8884
Please register me at the special tuition of $245 for the course beginning January 3. 1978 for
(circle one): All courses include preparation for the Multistate Exam and the fee includes the
early bird course.
VirginiaD.C. Maryland
Iplan to take the Bar Exam __ .,-- (winterlsummer) (year)
Name: Phone: _
Current Address:
Permanent Address: .,-- .:...-
Law School: Date of Graduation: _
to-THE ADVOCATE
Chandler,
(eent, from p.t)
ticipant in the World Congress on
Equality and Freedom, spon-
sored by the International
Association for Philosophy of
Law and Social Philosophy and
Chairman of the 11117 Midwestern
Computer Law Conference.
The author of several
publications, Prof. Chandler has
co-authored a casebook on
computer law with Prof. Layman
E. Allen, of the University of
Michigan Law School and Dean
David T. Link, of the University
of Notre Dame Law School,
entitled Cases and Materials on
Computers in Law, to be
published this winter by West
Publishing Company.
Inaddition to teaching TrtIlts &
Estates I and II and Property,
Prof. Chandler's arrival has
enabled the institution of a new
NLC course offering, Law and
Computers. According to Prof.
Chandler, most people think
about the law superficially in
terms of limiting their per-
ceptions of the law to the
traditional courses, but the
centrality of the computer to
human interaction necessitates a
body of law governing computers
just as there are bodies of law
governing property and con-
tracts. He said that "The com-
puter is unlike any other in-
vention in that all transactions
with government involves
computers and it is simply a
matter ,of time before almost
every principal information
exchange will involve the com-
puter so that as a species we have
entered a new epoch, the in-
formation epoch, which even
transcends the Industrial
Revolution. "
WOULD YOU
HIRE
YOUR
RFSUME?
Trying to get a good job
with a second rate resume?
Forget it. Professionally
prepared resumes and Form
171 's are our business.
We'll do you proud. Come
in or call between 11 and 5.
810 18th si, NW
293-5353.
the,
Qcsume.
place
Irish Carry-ont/ reviewed by Jonathan Glazier
Write-on Leon's Irish stew
bubbles away during an active
period: from the Great Famine in
1846 to the declaration of Irish
independence during the 1916
Easter Rising. These are for-
mative years for both
Republicans and Unionists.
Parnell and others in the, Land
League - a forerunner of the
modern Republican movement -
are fighting in British
Parliament for Catholic eman-
cipation and ultimately, for
Home Rule. Unionists -
predominantly descendants of
Protestants implanted in Ulster
in the twelfth century - are
consolidating their control of
industry and solidifying their
support' by fomenting hatred
between Catholic and Protestant
workers. As the century closes
the lines are drawn: Republicans
and Unionists alike begin to
smuggle arms for the showdown
neither side cares to avoid.
We see aU of this acted out by a
flock of characters, but we come
away with no more feeling for I
their motivation than H we had
read an encyclopedia entry. The
characters are not people but
larger than life cardboard
symbols, manifestations of the
good and evil, weak, strong, lusty
and indifferent in all of us. They
do not speak so much as declaim
positions; they do not feel, but
only let the forces of the times act
~hrough them. And that Isuppose
is the secret sauce of the fast-
read industry and Leon Uris's
special condiment: he gives us
the tingle of reality inherent in
historical events while protecting
us from the pot~ntially disturbing
insights into the causes of those
events that well-drawn
characters afford. Thank God
.Samuel Clemens lived in the era
of home-cooking and didn't have
Huck and Jim spout textbook
analyses at each other. And
thanks that there is Jimmy
Breslin's World Without End,
Amen for those who want a slice
of real Irish pie.
If for dialogue Leon serves us
position papers, then for plot we
get Mission Impossible-style
click-click boom-boom.
Everything works or it doesn't,
no minor problems, no spectrum
of possible decisions. The train
carrying smuggled arms makes
the delivery several times and
then on the big run the doors open
and there is the British Army.
Click-click, boom-boom. The
burger and fries of fast-read, buy
'em by the bag.
For the reader who knows
nothing of the Irish and wants to
learn, the decision fm8ny should
be: a week of Trinity or' ten or
twelve beers at Matt Kane's.
Eaeh side has its points. You may
(cont. p.4)
ABA/LSD
NEWS
George Washington University
will play host to three circuits of .
the Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association (ABA-
LSD> for their fall roundtable
meetings Friday October 14
. through Sunday October 16.
The roundtable will include
programs on archi!~cture,
energy and the law arid How to
Start and Build a Law Practice."
A Saturday banquet will feature a .
speech on the Panama canal
treaty. A free wine and cheese
party open to all law students will
be held Friday October 14 at 5":30
p.m, in rooms 402 and 404 of the
Marvin Center. Law school
identification will be required.
For further infcrmation about
the roundtable or other ABA-LSD
events, contact Marvin Dang at
659-3834 or Jeff Neeley at 546-
5470. ABA-LSD notices will also
be posted on the bulletin board
near the stairway by Room 10.
Quality Paperback
Book Sale.
50%off~~i~:
Outstanding current and back list titles
America's leading publishers.
•
'f"'~~t • "..,
Trinity by Leon Uris, Doubleday,
751 pages, $10.95.
Reading Leon Uris is a bit like
going for bloat in a fast-food
emporium. When you need it, it's
there, neatly packaged, just as
advertised. No surprises, no
deviation from the original
formula that has made Write-on
Leon a fast-read success since he
served up his first novel, Battle
Cry, in 1953. Sensing a great
untapped market of captive
readers in laundromats and train
stations, on metrobuses and
beach towels, behind typewriters
and security guard badges, he
has written on at full blurt,
releasing a series of un-
memorable but nonetheless ef-
fective reprieves from boredom.
Write on, Leon. Over 15 million
sold,
Get set for a good Irish read . Daniel O'Connell are regularly
this time around. invoked. Charles Stewart Parnell
You'll know it's Irish because makes a guest appearance for the
all those things everyone knows good guys and Randolph Chur-
as Irish are there: Quaint folks chill for the bad guys. There's.
using quaint turns of phrase as gunrunning across the Irish Sea, .
they talk to each other of fairies daring deeds, an outrageous
and the potato crop. The smell of prison escape and a secret
a peat Jire and a tumbler of revolutionary society. The
poteen (Irish moonshine) in a mandatory cold-blooded, terse
shebeen (unlicensed pub). revolutionary leader and a
"Danny Boy" in a clear, high wildman Ian Paisley-style
voice. Two flavors of priest: preacher. Riots in the Bogslde, I
Authoritarian, an old favorite, knee-caps threatened, shaven
and new Radical CruSader. And heads and sectarian murder. And
two or three wakes, one a fully- a show-stopping rendition of
reported affair with three days of "The Rising of the Moon."
wailing, boozing, praying,
singing and story-telling.
If your interest is historical
and-or political, you also will find
all your Irish favorites: The
secular saints Wolfe Tone and
.Retirement (cont.from p.t)
Kramer added that when the States Attorney General in
faculty decides what qualities charge of' the Office of Legal
they will look for in a new dean, Counsel by President Eisenhower
"the faculty could change the in 1959. Kirkpatrick served for
direction of the school." over 23 years in the Antitrust
Kramer was selected as a full Division of the Justice Depart-
NLC Dean in 1961. Kirkpatrick ment, for several years as fIrst
was appointed a full professor in assistant and fmally as Acting
1961, and Associate Dean in 1963. Assistant United States Attorney
The current system of one full General in charge of the division.
dean' and two associates was Both resigned in 1961 to join the
instituted in the mid-l960s. Prior NLC faculty. -
to that time, the school consisted Between 1947 and 1959, Kramer
of three full deans and two taught I8w at Duke University.
associate deans. In addition to / During that time, he also spent
their administrative duties, semesters as a visiting professor
Kramer teaches Jurisprudence at Stanford, New York Univer-
and .Federal Estate and Gift sity, Northwestern, the
Taxation and Kirkpatrick University of Wisconsin and the
teaches Creditors' Rights and University of Ncrth Carolina.
Antitrust. Before coming to GW, Kirk-
Before coming to GW, KrameJ," patrick had no previous teaching
was appointed Assistant United experience.
Come join us at our extraordinary
".
Lower Level • N~w in Proqress
''''
Legal Typing and
Transcription
Correcting-selectric or Mag
card. Experienced in styles and
forms. Deadlines met; inexpen-
sive rates; work guaranteed;
pick-up and delivery. Call
Cindi 931·7074 anytime.
HEAD NOTES [cont.]
(from p.3)
federal law lists it as having no
sophisticated diagnostic medical use. NORML has been'
procedures and equipment have trying since 1972 to have
all rejected the claim, yet the marijuana reclassified and has
allegation is still, often repeated just wonanother lengthy battle in
as fact. Putting the claim finally the courts. _
to rest, the report says flatly that "The _ new report again
'virtually all studies completed to repeated cautions about
date (late 1976)show no evidence marijuana. Don't drive fly an
of impaired neuropsychologic airplane or operate &ngerous
test performance in humans at machinery whilehigh, it advised:
dose levels studied SO far.' It also warned against chronic
"Interest continues to mount in _use that may cause as yet un-
marijuana's therapeutic uses and specified problems.
the report briefly reviews three "Though solemn in tone,
encouraging applications. Marijuana and Health seems to
Marijuana shows 'definite be saying that the average
promiseof becoming an effective marijuana smoker is probably
agent for the management of not going in harm's way, and the
glaucoma,' it says. Since greatest danger is still arrest.
smokingmay not be practical for "Research continues into, the
some patients, an eyedrop complexities of marijuana, and
preparation is in the preliminary the report concludes by
test stages. suggesting that many of the
"For cancer patients receiving answers about the pot con-
chemotherapy, marijuana troversy are in the (ten)
'continues to show peomlse' as a decriminalized states. They
means of reducing or eliminating provide 'a _kind of natural
nausea, vomiting, and loss' of laboratory' for determining some
appetite. of the impacts of the law and
"A third area in which social policy on use patterns, the
marijuana research is showing report says. A better un-
promise ism the treatment of derstanding of these patterns
asthmatics. may help to 'develop means of
;'Marijuana has been known discouraging all focms of drug
for centuries in folk medicine abuse, including that of
aroundthewoeld,but it cannot be marijuana, without resorting to
legally prescribed today since primarily legal measures.":
THE ADVOCATE~ll
.BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
CLASSES IN SILVER SPRING--'
WHEATON, MARYLAND
MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long course commences November 22, 1977
Short course commences January 2, 1978
SENATDR
DICK CLARK
Registrations are now being taken
For February, 1978 Bar Exam
FOR' FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:
_Thomas L Beight
510, Nor'" Frederick Avenue Goi'''ersllurg, Mor,lond 20160
Phone 948-6555 or 460-8350
SPEAKS ON AFRICA
WEDNESDAY,
8:00
in the BALLROOM
SPONSORED BY:
PROGRAM BOARD
OCT. 5
PM
...
c
IV
"t:l::s
a Raza latin American,Vi
Graduate Students!
Law Students!
Med Students!
WINE AND
CHEESE PARTY"
featuring guitarist
CATHY HERMAN
8:DDpm
Baean Hall·
SBA LaunlJe'
Wednesday
- Detaber 12
Span80red by the ...........
Boarel Ad Hac Committee
far Grad. P........... mi..
12·TRE ADVOCATE
The Best of the Northwest
provements to the former Circus, many years of commercials and
featuring H, B & G. $1.00 cover, a cross-section of Washington
$1.40 X. $1.75 XX. Crowd: Like culture. Prices: $.85 draft, mixed
the sign says. - drink - much too' fashionable.
, BAYOU, 3135K St.: A variety Crowd: Inappropriate dress is
of good entertainment down required.
under the Whitehurst Freeway.
$1.00 cover weekdays, $2.00
weekends, $1.25 X, $1.75 XX.
Crowd: Space city.
BEOWULF, 1112· 20th St.: A
comfortable after-work setting
not far from GW. Prices: High.
Crowd: Business-like, etc.
by De Devastarit
(Dedicated to the philosophy
that there will be time.)
The following compilation of
behavioral observations and
statistical surcharge is provided
as a public service of the
American Association of
~' ,l1coholics for the Advancement
j, ·'~cnaa..-.,,,;ty_ ~ough Hedonism
, .:1'!l~t~ La~;, pursuant to Article
" 'd, ~Ii 2(a) of the Con-
~, stitution and Bylaws adopted by
unanimous ratification on May
13,1977,mandating promulgatien
of useful but derelict information BLACK.ROOSTER, .1919L St.:
to all official, informal, and Small, brick t~v~ with a great
would-be seekers of summers - dart board. Prices: $1.35X, $1.75
past and dreamers of days to XX. Crowd: Into It.
come. CELLAR DOOR, 1201· 34th St.: .
The Best in Washington night
To Loretta. club entertainment, every seat is
THE TOP 40BARS IN NORTH- close to a fine performer. $4.00
WEST, WASHINGTON, D.C. cover plus minimum. Crowd: As
(with' apologies' to Capitol varied as the musicians.
Hill) .E'Y' RO CHARING CROSS, 3207M St.:
ABB AD, 2000 L St.: A Relax in Georgetown with a Bass
new bar on the site of ~ Black Ale. Prices: $1.35draft, $1.35XX.
Greco" complete. With Sgt.' Crowd: Street people.
Pepper s, fire engine. CCllt·: CLYDES 3236 M St.: An
$1.~ beer". S1.60·· mixed 'American 'Bar. Cost: $1.30 X,
drlOk; .Crowd ..... : ? Who $1.80 XX, $1.95 cafe l'amour.
doesn t like the Beatles. Crowd: Jacketed and cool.
~.PLE T~E, 1220-19th St.: COL. MUSTARD'S, 1912G St.:
This 18 the chIC one, l7ry pse~do- Good hideaway just a corner ,
plush. Cost: $2.10 mixed drink, away from GW. Prices:
beer - much too gauche. Crowd: reasonable. Crowd: IMF and
Dressed to the max. others.
.BABE~, ~ Wisconsin ~~e.: COLUMBIA STATION, 1836
F'ine intertor stage im- Columbia Rd.: The stench of
CRAZY HORSE, 3529 M St.:
One of the most enduring spots of
the Georgetown night scene,
formerly the stronghold of
amateur rock 'n roll. Cover: $1
weekends, sometimes more, $1.50
X. Crowd: Young, freaked, et al.
DEJA VU, 22nd & M Sts.:
Adjacent to Blackie's and one of
his best; complete with Victorian
lobby and prehistoric' plant place.
Prices: $1 X, $1.65 XX. Crowd:
Vassals and lords.
DESPERADOS, W"lSCOnsinat
34th St.: Good foot-stompin'
country rock. $1 cover. Crowd:
Hillbilly hurray.
E. J. O'RlLEY'S, rear 1122 -
18th St.: An Irish pub with a little
class. Prices: $1.00 X, $1.50 XX.
Crowd: Hand-clapping loonies.
FAR INN, 3433 Connecticut
Ave.: Closer to a cobalt testing
range than a cocktail lounge,
with new game room, and good
bands. Prices: $1.25X, $2.00XX.
Crowd: It's a small w«rld with
much distance to the next one.
FLAPS RICKENBACHER,
·1207 - 19th St. : casual beer
guzzling in the heart of the
nation's capitol. Prices: $1.10 X,
$1.75XX. Crowd: Anything goes. RED LION, 2024 1St.: If you
FRICKY'S, 2512 Pennsylvania can barely make it around the
Ave.: The friendly pub; small corner you can take refuge here.
bar and upstairs pool room. Prices: $.85 X, $1.35 XX. Crowd:
Prices: $1.15X, $1.80XX. Crowd: GW.
Your kind of people? ROCKY RACOON'S, 1243• 20th
GREENERY, 1144 • 18th St.: St.: Superior entertaimnent in a
Natural creations and the . classic rustic atmosphere, one of
derivatives thereof. Prices: $1.20 Blackie's best. Prices: $1 cover
X, $1.60 XX. Crowd: on weekends and other occasions,
Sophisticated. . $1.25 for a bottle of Pearl, $1.60
GUNCHER'S, 3408 M St.: X X . Cr 0 w d :
Antique amusements for the Searching for bluegrass.
easy-to-be-entertained and easy- SYLVESTER'S, 1129· 20thSt.:
to-be. Cost: $1.15 X, $1.55 XX. Comfortable little pub. Prices:
Crowd: See for yourself. Average. Crowd:
KEG, 2200 block Wisconsin TAMMANY HALL, 2109
Ave.: Acid rock compresses you Pennsylvania Ave.: Sardine City.
into your chair by super- Prices: $1.10X, $1.40XX. Crowd:
saturating sensation. Price: $1.50 Undergraduate visitors from
XX. Crowd: Welcome back to the another planet.
'60s. . THIRD EDITION, 1218
MR. BOJANGLE'S,20th & M Wisconsin Ave.: You're liable to
St.: Downstairs dancing and be accosted by a Harvard lawyer
outdoor relaxing. Prices: Mich. brandishing a map of Africa and
is a good deal. Crowd: Usually a tape recording your reaction; or
surplus of beautiful, people. anyone else. Price: $1.00X, $1.60
MR. DAY'S, rear of 1144• 18th XX. Crowd: Bizarre as
St., N.W.: Relax in two weeks Georgetown.
When the remodeling's complete. TOOMBS, 36th & Prospect Sts.:
Crowd: Enjoying themselves. Dark and comfortable, around
MR. HENRY'S, Tenley Circle, the corner from the Exorcist
Wis. and Neb.: Fine mlllic. stairway. Prices: fair. Crowd:
Prices: no cover, $1.35 X, $1.70 GU.
XX. Crowd: A.U. . TRAMPS a-k-a Billy Martin's
MR. SMITH'S, 3104 M St.: A Carriage House, Wiscoosin near
mellow place to relax with a M: Suave Discotheque. Prices:
drink in the garden room. Prices: . $2.10 XX. Crowd: Well attired,
$1.00 X, $1.50 XX. Crowd: Could generally older but still swinging.
be anyone in Georgetown. 21ST. AMENDMENT, 2132
OLD STEIN, 1339 Connecticut . Pennsylvania Ave.: The end of
Ave.: Piano bar crazies. Prices: prohibition. Prices: $1.10X, $1.50
$1.50for a 16oz. draft Mich., $1.75 XX. Crowd:. Red heads
XX. Crowd: Older and trying not preferred. .
to show it. WINSTON'S, 3295 M St.: In
ONE STEP DOWN, 2517 touch with Georgetown. Prices:
Pennsylvania Ave.: Step into 1930 $1.10X, $1.65 XX, Crowd: Young
Chicago. Prices: $.75X,$1.oo XX. and free or wishing to be.
CrOWd: The down and out.'
PAUL MALL, 3235 M St.: Wait
in line to check out the people who
are checking out the people who
are in Georgetown. Prices:
outrageous, but there's no cover
and there is a band: Crowd: ed.
PIERCE STREET' ANNEX,
1200- 19th St.: A brand new place
with a lot of bar space (score plus
one and minus two for the gas
fireplace love room). Prices:
$1.25X, $1.75 XX. Crowd: Not to
be missed.
POOR HOUSE PUB, 4809 Wis.
Ave.: Munch to the peanut ad-
ministration. Prices: Good.
Crowd: Teeny-bop delight.
PW's, 1136 - 19th St.: Chomp
again to President Carter.
Prices: $1.10X, $1.60XX. Crowd:
Professional employees or faking
same.
-no cover except where
specified or otherwise mandated
by implication
.. hereinafter sometimes
referred to as "X." In a majority
of jurisdictions, X is a bottle of
Schlitz but where feasible and if
contemporaneously compatible
with the community standard, X
may also be represented by a
draft, determined specifically by
the availability of suitable
commodities in the local
marketplace..**hereinafter referred to as
"XX." A screwdriver was
selected as the most typically
fruitful brew of the summer
solutions in the foregoing survey..**. subject to variation
without notice, as are s-- and
... supra.
Assoc. Law Librarian
by Hugh Y. Bernard
NLC Law Librarian
James S. Heller, B.A., J.D.,
M.L.S. has been appointed
Associate Law Librarian for
Reader Services. .Heller, who
served for most of the past year
as Librarian of the Center for the
. Study of Law and Society of the
University of California at
Berkeley, will .'occupy a new
position, the first professional
addition to the full-time Law
Library staff in more than seven
years.
Heller is a social studies
graduate of the University of
Michigan (1971) and a cum laude
graduate of the University of San
Diego Law School (1976) where
he served on the staff of the
University of San Diego Law
Review. He is a member of the
California Bar. In June 1977 he
r~eived his degree in library
science from the University of
California at Berkeley. Heller
also holds a California secondary
school teacher's certificate and
~as taught in Central High &hool
10 Detroit, Michigan.
